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My Journey with Sumi: Part 1 

My First Letter to Family and Friends about Sumi’s Alzheimer’s Disease 

August 9, 2015 

 

Dear family members and friends, 

Diwali and Christmas are usually the best times to reflect on all that’s happened during the 

year…good and not so good. Well, this is not that time of year as Michigan’s summer is being 

pleasant and idyllic. But with some time on hand, I thought this was the best time to share what 

has transpired in our lives lately. 

The most significant event in our life is Sumi’s health.  

When well-wishers, friends, and family ask how Sumi is doing, a short and simple answer 

comes, “She is fine and doing well.” As her condition does not require any active treatment from 

doctors there aren’t any status or progress reports to give. Hence, the simple but difficult answer. 

Sumi suffers from dementia of Alzheimer’s type. Normally, this disease strikes people in their 

advanced age but it’s not uncommon to manifest in younger years, 50’s and 60’s. No one knows 

the exact cause of Alzheimer’s disease. It strikes people from all walks of life. Some prominent 

people who had this disease are President Ronald Reagan, Prime Minister Margret Thatcher, 

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, and Washington Post Executive Editor Ben Bradley. Others still, 

are boxer Floyd Paterson and actors Jimmy Stewart, Charles Bronson, Charlton Heston and so 

on. 

Generally, the disease begins near the hippocampus—the brain’s memory center—and then 

spreads to the areas of the brain that control language, judgment, and motor control. In the 

earliest stages, before symptoms can be detected with current tests, protein pieces called beta-

amyloid (BAY-thud AM-uh-loyd) clump together to form plaques. Since beta-amyloid is 

chemically ‘sticky,’ the gradual build-up of plaques kill neurons and then form ‘tangles’ of 

protein fibers that disrupt the neurons’ transit system. Eventually, communication between 

neurons breaks down, affecting learning, memory, thinking, planning, speaking, understanding 

speech, and the sense of where your body is in relation to objects around you. 
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This is a degenerative disease, meaning the plaques and tangles get worse over time. There is no 

cure and no treatment to stop the spread in the brain. The rate of progression varies greatly. The 

course of the disease depends in part on the age at diagnosis and whether other health conditions 

are involved. In later stages, individuals lose their ability to communicate, recognize loved ones, 

and care for themselves. 

The following link has more information in the form of a slide presentation with a healthy brain 

versus a brain with the disease: https://www.alz.org/braintour/3_main_parts.asp 

When one door starts to close, others open up...that’s what is happening to me. As a caregiver, I 

am learning new behaviors, attitudes, interpersonal skills, habits, and the running of day-to-day 

chores. 

Sumi is mostly cheerful. However, when I am tense or upset, she becomes tense and upset. 

Conversely, when I am relaxed and happy, she is relaxed and smiles. She directly reflects my 

mood. I do upset her sometimes, but I continuously strive to be cognitively aware of my behavior 

and actions to try and be more loving and compassionate. This change in my mindset has 

benefited me as well. I believe it has reduced my anxiety and stress and also improved my well-

being, both physically and mentally. 

Sumi and I cook together. She mostly preps and cleans, and I do the rest. We have been eating 

very well and lately she has, intentionally, gained a few pounds. She takes care of her daily 

routine things, albeit slowly. I have learned to shop for her clothes and how to help her wear her 

sari when we go to parties.  

Many challenges married couples face is from the difference of opinions and how one goes about 

discussing and resolving those differences. When I reflect on my life, as a young male raised in a 

competitive Indian society and its education system, it’s typical to develop traits of an ‘alpha 

male.’ I strived to always be right...always correct. I hated to lose arguments, marital or 

otherwise. Now, though, taking care of Sumi I have to cognitively control my ‘alpha male’ 

tendencies and remind myself that she is right, even when she isn’t due to her medical condition. 

It feels good to purposely lose a point. And I wish I had developed this awareness of letting go 

earlier in my life. 

about:blank
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Life’s ambiguity teaches new lessons. Having trained as an engineer, one becomes self-critical 

and manifests excellence in everything one does. When you create or rig-up something, you try 

and achieve the best quality in fit, finish, and craftsmanship. Now, I still control what I can but 

have learned not to control the uncontrollable. When I notice Sumi hasn’t cut the vegetables 

evenly or is drying the slightly soapy dishes before completely rinsing them it does not matter. 

The food tastes just as delicious and the dishes are still clean and hygienic. Equanimity is now 

the name of the game. 

There are hardly any dull moments. The tasks vary widely. In a day, I can be tending flowers or 

tending Sumi’s needs. Power-washing the driveway or washing clothes. Fixing something in our 

newly renovated kitchen or fixing a meal. Working on my consulting assignments or consulting 

with doctors. Reading at least 5 to 6 online newspapers. Calling India to connect with family. 

Grocery shopping (the best cilantro deal is at the newly opened Patel Brothers with 2 bunches for 

$1). Paying bills. Going for my daily 3-mile walk...and so much more. Sumi has been great 

through it all. Always ready to participate, help, or patiently observe. 

Some twenty years ago, it was common to take Dale Carnegie’s 12-week long, once-a-week, 

course or read his book How to Win Friends and Influence People. One of Dale Carnegie’s 

principles is 3 C’s. That is, don’t Criticize, Condemn, or Complain. I had taken this course but 

find practicing the 3 C’s difficult. Sumi never took the course but I have observed her practice 

the 3 C’s throughout her life and even now. She has influenced me more than Dale Carnegie ever 

could. 

As I write this, it is a beautiful, perfect summer day. Bright setting sun, low humidity, and 780 F. 

These summer days will soon change to autumn and then cold brutal winter, but today is a day to 

enjoy. 

I am like a mountaineer, who plans assiduously to scale mountains. His moment to moment tasks 

boils down to prepare him for the next step he is going to take. Every next step is his first step. 

He does not dwell on the extraneous. 

A Hindi song from the movie Waqt, sung by Asha Bhosle with music by Ravi and lyrics by Sahir 

Ludhianvi, comes to mind: 
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Aage bhi janey na tu 

Piche bhi janey na tu 

Jo bhi hai, bus yahi ek pal hai 

Translated: 

You don’t know what’s ahead 

You don’t know what’s behind 

All you have is this moment 

Sincerely, 

Kanu C. (KC) Mehta 
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My Journey with Sumi: Part 2 

 A Poem to Sumi on Our 43rd Wedding Anniversary 

Wednesday, May 10, 2017—10:10 pm EDST—54˚F (12˚C)—Cloudy 

 

Tomorrow, May 11, 2017, is Sumi’s and my 43rd wedding anniversary. It is a day of celebration. 

And also a day to reflect upon the journey Sumi and I have taken together. 

The first 40 or so years were typical of many married couples. Have a family, raise children, 

educate them, impart them with family values, and then let them be free to charter their own 

future—the American dream! 

But our journey, for the last four years, has been atypical. Lots of grief, guilt, soul searching, 

reflecting, and acceptance. 

My life now has a clear focus. Sumi has given me purpose. I am learning the true meaning of 

love and how to practice it daily. I’ve learned to have compassion and maintain equanimity in 

challenging situations. 

With regard to love, the 15th-century Indian mystic, poet and sage, Kabir, sums it up succinctly 

in the following couplet: 

  Pothi Padh Padh Jag Mua, Pandit Bhayo Na Koye 

Dhai Aakshar Prem Ke, Jo Padhe so Pandit Hoye 

Translation: 

Reading books everyone died, none became any wise 

One who reads the word of Love, only becomes wise 

With regard to compassion, a Gujarati poet, Aadil Mansuri, has written: 

 Ful sukai rahyu chhe dal par, gulbadan dal ne halwethi ado! 

Translation: 
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 Flower is wilting on the branch, please touch the branch gingerly! 

When Sumi and I enjoy fruit like mangos, oranges, cherries, etc., I taste them first. Sumi gets the 

sweeter ones and I eat the less sweet ones. This reminds me of the legendary Shabri from 

Ramayana, an Indian epic about the righteousness of Rama. 

The story goes like this: Shabri, a tribal woman, was a great devotee of the deity Rama. One day, 

Rama and his younger brother, Laxmana, stopped by Shabri’s ashram in their search for Rama’s 

wife, Sita, who was kidnapped by Ravana. Shabri, overjoyed to see the deities, took them to her 

hut and brought Rama berries she had collected. Before giving the berries to Rama, Shabri tasted 

each one, so that Rama would only have the sweetest ones. Laxmana became agitated by this but 

Rama gently explained to his brother that tasting the berries was an act of love and devotion. 

I am Hindu by religion. Like many religions, Hinduism has two aspects—ritualistic and spiritual. 

Hindus worship many gods and will build shrines in their houses where they keep their gods for 

daily worship and rituals. In the mornings, they wake their God and bathe the statue of their God 

as well as decorate it. Then, as a gratitude, they give offerings of food to their God believing that 

their God will eat some. 

I have become more spiritual, rather than ritualistic, but in the mornings I find I do the same 

rituals. I wake up my Devta (God) to worship. First, I bathe my God, then I dress my God, and 

finally, I prepare food and offer it to my God. 

The difference between my rituals and the rituals of others is my home is my Mandir (my 

temple; my church). And my Devta (God) is Sumi and my Pooja (worship) is Sumi. And also, 

Sumi eats my food offerings. 

By the way, my God does one thing others’ don’t...I have to clean my Devta after she excretes 

the food offerings taken from the plate! 

To sum this up, I composed the poem below in Hindi to show what I have learned from Sumi. 

Especially in the last 4 years.   
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A lot gets lost in the translation; however, it reads something like this: 

You have shown me a new path to live my life 

A flower is wilting on a branch, you taught me to be good companion to this flower 

You have shown me a simple way to read the words of Love 

Made is easy for me to untangle and understand my inner soul 

Like Shabri, gave me an opportunity to feed you tasted berries 
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Made my problems easier by your candid smile 

Made me realize that you are my temple, worship, and the God 

When I hold your tender hands, I experience love, mercy, and compassion 

Sumi, you have shown me a new path to live my life! 
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My Journey with Sumi: Part 3 

Blind Men and an Elephant 

Sunday, December 9, 2017—8:45 pm—25˚F (-3˚C)—Cold, it snowed this morning 

 

You must know some version of the parable of the blind men and the elephant. In case you have 

not: 

A group of blind men, who have never come across an elephant before, are asked to 

conceptualize by touching an elephant. Each man feels a different part of the elephant: the body 

or leg or tusk or trunk. Then they each describe what they believe an elephant is based on their 

experience. Each man’s description is drastically different and together the blind men are in 

complete disagreement on what an elephant is. They each are right about their own experience 

but wrong about the whole. The moral of the parable is that it is difficult to project ‘the whole 

truth’ when you only know partial truths. 

I sometimes mention this parable to friends and relatives when they ask me to describe my wife’s 

behavior. I tell them when they spend a few hours with us they see a partial picture of our lives. 

Only I, as a 24/7 care partner, have a total picture of the situation. 

When my brother and his wife visited us last year, they stayed with us for five weeks. In that 

time they were able to see more than just a partial picture. They got to understand all aspects of 

our life much better.  
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